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This is the best cat book you can ever find. Everything is so fluffy and airy-fairy in the kitty-catty

world.Cats know their worth, acting grand and being as laid-back as they ever can be. They are

licking their soft fur and laze up in the sun. But there is one catch in this harmony: two cat groups

are not friends in between as they donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t really see the point in doing that. Smart and fine

tabby cat comes to a town. He is a cool and trendy big city cat. This cat is also very smart. Stripy

decides to show other cats how much fun it is to be friends.The story is written in a light and fun

way. It is filled with amazing kitty pictures which will keep your child entertained right to the end of

story. Your child will learn the most important life lesson about how great it is to be friends with

someone, and that despite outward differences, inside we are all very cool. Here's what readers are

already saying about this amazing, inspiring story:"Kids will love the rhyming and the colorful

illutrations." - READING FOR GRANDKIDS"Catastic! The book had my boys engaged the whole

time, and they liked the artwork." - Lonna"My kids loved this book. Very funny and colorful. We had

a good time reading it." - Jack LuYour kids will absolutely love this book... Grab it now and join in the

fun!
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I was happy to be asked to review a copy of this book voluntarily. I enjoyed reading it to my 5 year

old grandson. The rhythm & flow of the words as they rhymed made it a nice reading & listening

experience for us both. The illustrations are wonderful! What a nice teaching tool for children about

differences on the outside & how we are basically the same on the inside. I liked how there were the

2 groups of cats, black & white who didn't play together... then enters our unique two toned cat who

helps them resolve what they think are differences but end up being commonalities between the two

groups. This topic was handled nicely & is a good story for teaching acceptance for our children. I

remember the '60's & segregation. My grandson & I had a little chat about history & how things used

to be. I would highly recommend this book for young readers.

This is a good book for kids, never judge a book by the cover and never judge about any color.

Grandkids liked it

I got this book to share with my two little nephews!! I always love reading to them. this story was so

adorable and cute, I enjoyed it and both of the boys enjoyed it as well.. they actually had me read it

over a couple of times!! So cute!!

A wonderful rhyming book with important values about love for others no matter what color they are.

The illustration is original and bright! If you are a cat lover, you will definitely fall in love with this

book. Thank you so much for a wonderful work!

I am giving an honest review in exchange for a free copy of the book and I want to say that I really

liked this book. This is a very good book which teaches to kindness and friendship. Furthermore, it

contains very nice pictures and interesting task for children at the end. So, I can recommend this

book to everybody who has small children! They will like smart Stripy for sure!

cute

Ã‚Â Such an adorable children book to learn beautiful friendship from the cats' point of view. Good

funny story in rhyme !!! I found a nice video with heroes of the book and want to share it with you.



Enjoy!

Ms. Mila Mirason has done a marvelous job in her debut childrenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s picture book in

communicating how two diverse groups of cats; one pure black and the other pure white would

refuse to do anything together because of the color of their fur.Then along comes Stripy, a

black/white stripped cat into the white catÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s neighborhood and wanted to play with

them, but he couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t because they said he wasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t white. He then

convinces heÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s white but also has black stripes which makes him special. The

white cats were tired of looking the same as each other, so Stripy uses a pot of black ink and paints

black stripes on them, and they loved how each one of the looks different now.He then went to the

black cats and did the same thing. Later, when each group of cats saw each other they saw no

difference between them and started to interact with each other and enjoyed themselves. Even after

it rained, and returned everyone back to just being black or white, their interaction continued

unabated as they were having too much fun playing with each other; along with this came their

realization of what they had missed staying separated from each other solely because of the

different colored fur each of them had.When the two groups of cats started to have kittens of their

own, their kitten all had a different combination of black/white fur making it impossible to tell the

difference between them, since their difference now made them all look the same.The story

becomes more vivid due to the marvelously appropriate illustrations which fit their words perfectly.

With the superb intention of the storyline to teach the bookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s young readers, about

the separation of groups based on a single characteristic being wrong if not stupid,

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m happy to give the author the 5 STARS she richly deserves for this endeavor.I

had received a mobi.file of this book through the author through a giveaway she had on

LibraryThing and the above has been my honest opinion.
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